“Filamento the Lamplighter” is a circus spectacle based on the old
lamppost workers, where a character between the Clown and the Mimo
gives life to Filamento, a humble and likeable streetlamplighter who must
face the disagreements and inconvenients of its work.
This dumb spectacle tries to recreate the life of these first professionals
of the electricity, by means of a humorous and festive touch. The combination of different techniques (theatre, pantomime, balances, juggling,
acrobatics) causes that the spectacle is apt for all type of public and
places.
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Before the invention of the electricity it was necessary
to support on the set of the five continents a true army
of six hundred thirty one thousand five hundred and
twelve lamplighters.
These workers have been disappeareing throughout
the present century, although even nowadays, there are
still some, who due to their mean salary, make small
performances next to the street lamp to survive. Performances that are given around the neighbourhood in
exchange for a tip.
These little shows in which they extemporized using
their everyday working tools showed ability, skill and a
great capacity of overcoming told the ups and downs
of their job.
Nowadays, these artistic entertainments are looked for
like treasures by children and highly evoked and recommended by the old ones.
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Artistic Director: Gotzon Mugika
Performer: Xabi Larrea
Costume Design: Iván López
Scenography: Iñaki Etxeandia
Idea, Production and Creation: Xabi Larrea
Music & Sound: Yumiko Teramoto

Duration: 45min.
Audience: For all audiences
Language: No speaking
Place: Indoor or Outdoor.

Technical
requirements

Minimum area: 6x5 m
Minimum height: 4,5m
Floor: Smooth and flat. P.A.
Changing room and water.

Set-up: 2h
Set-Down: 1h
In case of night schedule, lighting equipment will be responsibility of
the Organization.

+ info: www.xabilarrea.net
info@xabilarrea.net
+34 615 745 504

